Coaching-the-World
One Day Workshop, Belfast 7th May

Simon Western
has coached both teams and
individuals at HSBC. His unique
perspective helps individuals
to achieve harmony between
different aspects of life, and thus
authenticity.
Christopher Yates, former
Group Head of Organisational
Development, HSBC

For
coaches,
consultants and
change agents
wishing to stretch
themselves and
craft their
practice

New coaching
and leadership paradigms
This workshop explores an emergent work paradigm that is
transforming leadership and coaching approaches
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Eco-Leadership and Network Coaching Approaches
(Western 2019, 2013)
Mainstream approaches to coaching and leadership
focus on maximising an individual’s and organisation’s
performance.Dr Western believes this is out-of-focus
with the dramatic changes happening in the world
today.

Triple Ecosystem Impact

Three ecosystems are disrupting our world- all
interconnected
·
·
·

Technological ecosystem –the digital revolution
and hyper-connectivity
Environmental ecosystem - climate emergency
and biodiversity crisis
Social ecosystem- hyper-globalisation, radical
economic & social change

“Organisations are ecosystems within ecosystems”
(Western 2019)

Analytic-Network
Coaching Compass™
Participants will practice
using the Analytic-Network
Coaching Compass™ to act
as an ‘internal supervisor’
guiding their future work

Horizontal line: Leadership
to Network = Leading
network change, unleashing
leadership everywhere
Vertical line: Depth to
Relational = Putting our
soul to work, inner self to
teamwork
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Leading organisational ecosystems, Workshop Leader
Dr Simon Western, CEO Analytic-Network Coaching,
requires Eco- Leadership
Dr Western’s acclaimed theories of Eco-leadership and
the Analytic-Network Coaching System are practiced
across the globe as a counterpoint to traditional
leadership theories and practice.
This workshop will explore three themes
1. How we inhabit the world ..... How the world
inhabits us
2. Re-working Work: Integrating our inner-work and
external work
3. A-N Compass: Navigating the future with new
coaching and leadership practices
The event will be dynamic and interactive, including
thought leadership, group discussion, personal
development and peer-coaching practice.

Author, Past-President ISPSO, Adjunct Professor
UCD, Honorary Professor Moscow School of
Economics.

Dr Western works with senior leaders in a range of
organisations e.g. Microsoft, Investec Bank, HSBC,
Caterpillar, NHS CEOs & the Education sector.
There are now over 300 Registered AnalyticNetwork Coaches across the globe.
(See www.analyticnetwork.com to train and become a
Registered A-N Coach)

Where The Cresent Arts Centre,
2-4 University Rd Belfast BT7 1NH
When May 7th 2020 9.30 - 4pm
Cost: Individual Paying £190,
Organisation Paying £260 No VAT
Early bird and not-for-profit fee £165
Booking |For booking and more
information contact Simon@
analyticnetwork.com
Web www.analyticnetwork

